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Breakout Sessions
Choose a session that speaks to your talents and interests
SESSION ONE

SESSION TWO

Facing fears, moving beyond your comfort zone and
being resilient - lessons learnt from the Founder of
Can Too, Annie Crawford AM.

The Helping Hands Program is a unique opportunity to
get involved with a worthwhile cause. Participating in a
group, you will build prosthetic hands that we will donate
to amputee landmine victims throughout the developing
world. A truly purposeful activity with life changing results.

The Can Too Foundation was established in 2014 as an
independent health promotion charity. Their goals are
to create a healthier, fitter community and fund bright,
innovative cancer research.
Facilitated by: Dr Virginia Small

(There are limited numbers available for this session.)
Facilitated by: Penny Graham and Vicky Tang

SESSION THREE

SESSION FOUR

Join in creating a Federation collaborative artwork
underpinned by landscape - the identity of place.

The Power of Song - Lift Your Voices!

Facilitated by: Monica Boardman

This will be a relaxing session where you will experience
companionship and joy through singing together.
The voice is the instrument within each of us.
Join Camille Hollingdale and other Loreto singers.

SESSION FIVE

SESSION SIX

Rights, privileges and radical individualism: whose voices
do we need to hear in the national debate around
euthanasia?
Join Fr Frank Brennan SJ AO and Dr Sally Greenaway

A story that will touch your heart, move and inspire you.
Join a session of storytelling, reflection and conversation
as we explore how Vik Muniz’s acts of justice resulted in
change for all concerned.

Facilitated by: Genevieve Jacobs

Vik Muniz is a Brazilian artist who became involved with
the community of garbage pickers in Jardim Gramacho,
at that time the world’s largest landfill dump on the
outskirts of Rio de Janeiro (it has since been closed). The
session will conclude with an experience of the Ignatian
spiritual practice of the Magis Circle.
Facilitated by: Kerry McCullough and
Sr Sandra Perrett IBVM

Breakout Sessions will be held on

Saturday 19 May 2018, from 2pm.

Register now at www.loretofederation.sydney

